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trimble's business center 3.40 is now available. the release includes enhancements
to the underlying components that allow us to deliver a better user experience. the
release includes an editor , and we are adding many more features to this release.
the new features include: a new map selection function for maps of arcgis or other

gis applications back in july, we introduced trimble business center 3.30, which
delivered some great new features to our customers: general survey: traverse

adjustment trimble insphere data marketplace import esri shapefiles (.shp) xfillx
support new geoid models and zones include zone number in coordinates

cad/design: smooth curve feature coding vector-based fonts line weight anti-alias
option show and what can i do with business center? we'll put it this way: business

center gives you the tools to enter, analyze, organize, sync and share all the
information in your business. you can also take full advantage of all the great

software trimble has to offer. so let's take a look. now includes offline apps trimble
business center offers offline access to your custom map data and maps you've
placed on the trimble business center web map portal. any custom maps you've

created on the site will sync from your device to your trimble business center
account. once you're connected to the internet, the maps you've placed on the map

portal will sync to your device. simple and intuitive interface new editor that
provides a familiar mapping experience plus more! business center is packed with
useful tools to help you organize your data and make connections. the business

center web map portal allows you to upload custom maps, see, edit, and share the
information you want. you can easily add data to your maps to view and print.

business center comes with an interactive map editor and toolbox. find your way
around the map editor in a few minutes. you can create, edit and collaborate on

maps.
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Trimble Business Center 3.40 and 3.30 announced few weeks ago include
some great features: Unfold symbol in coordinate view New labeling system

shapes CAF symbol export Export symbol to DXF or SVG format Fast projection
and rotation in map view Better portable symbols Invisible symbols under

transparent terrain Trimble Business Center 3.40 and 3.30 announced couple
of weeks ago include some great new features:

ProductionSiteServiceAttributeCoding for GeocodingProjection and Scale
Prepare maps for production and print Create maps for print and for web PRO
MappingLicense file export Constrain elements to stay in range of the defined
element Change the appearance of an element Change label Trimble Business

Center 3.40 and 3.30 released couple of weeks ago include some great new
features: Map and symbol export Layer order export map attributes change
Move features around on a map Export database to SDE, SQLite or Access

Database Open a map in another editor add field Trimble Business Center 3.40
and 3.30 released couple of weeks ago include some great new features:

Building logo Export database to SDE, SQLite or Access Database Overlay a
project on Google Earth Option for default map style Remove an project from a
group Go to the project manager overview Trimble Business Center 3.40 and
3.30 released couple of weeks ago include some great new features: Vector
options for line thickness Anti-alias option for polyline display The ability to

turn off printing of elevation values in the digital elevation model (DEM) option
for printing labels Vastly improved workflows with configurable change history
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